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Introduction Acronyms / get rich slow 

Jam tomorrow. JAM is an acronym now. It translates as ‘just about 

managing’. For retirees who rely on interest from money held on deposit to 
increment their pensions and with inflation threatening this could be the 

reality. In this edition I look at investing in areas that have longer term 

growth potential and finally I note another acronym, plus an addition to the 

firm. 

Market Commentary 

Markets seem to like Trump; I liked Obama. 

Investment – Wood from Trees. 

Supply and demand is the basis of economics; when an item is in short supply - or better still from an 

investment perspective is becoming increasingly in short supply – and there is demand – the price will 

rise. The only way that this will not happen is if demand falls or substitutes are found. 

This can be used in a ‘get rich slow’ way. 

To illustrate my point I will use as an example natural resources and specifically wood. Twenty years 

ago if you wished to invest in timber you first needed the capital to buy a forest and then more money 

to finance its harvesting and processing. Now it is possible to invest in funds which pool many 
investors money, said funds then buy shares in the companies that own the forests or the rights to 

processing timber. The advantages are the availability of professional management at a fraction of the 

cost of investing directly. 

• Substitutes: The main substitute to wood is plastic. If however you can afford to have your 

violin or gunstock made of wood, then that is probably your preferred choice. Likewise plastic 

tables, chairs and sideboards might be durable but are they desirable? Wood is becoming scarce, 

particularly better quality hardwood. As prices rise so does the potential for profit. 

Specialist funds can be interesting, particularly over the longer term allowing as they do investments 
to be made at a modest level. 

SUMMARY 

We will not be recommending any large percentage of client holdings in these types of fund –

investment of this type is a calculated play over a period of years for a small percentage of portfolios 



only. These type of funds carry fairly high investment risk and are not for the short term – however if 

you have a reasonable timescale they can work very well as part of a balanced portfolio. 

Review Service 

Our offer of a free review and strategy report is still open to recipients of this newsletter; call me if you 

would like a chat. 

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at the rise of 

inflation. 

P.S. 

BACONS – another new acronym meaning ‘boomerang adult children of need’. In this vein one of our 

twins has recently moved out. I was looking forward to spending the money this will save us given that 

the ‘keep’ he has been paying only just about covered his Budweiser consumption. Sadly however my 

wife has been out and purchased so much stuff to succour the little darling in his new home that I am 
instead thinking of extending the mortgage. Also he comes home whenever his car gets low on fuel…. 

STOP PRESS 

Our other twin (Martyn) is moving from his current role at an accountancy practice and will be joining 

our firm in February; please now disregard everything I have ever previously written or said about 

him. 
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